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Abstract:
Fractality has been the hypothesized cause of gravity in countless theories. In this paper we show
how the perfected fractality of the golden proportion in geometry is the cause of gravity due to the
defined (in a previous paper1) compression. Compressions may be used to model any system that
obeys general systems laws. (mention examples- Andre Linde.. others). What has been missing is
a clear assembly of the evidence- AND a compelling hypothesis of HOW fractality causes the
gravity. This is our intent.

Introduction
There are three premises in which this paper intends to tackle. They are as follows:

Premise 1: fractality is precisely the geometry of perfected infinite compression.
The Klein-Gordon equation is as follows:
Previous paper showed that
perfected

a

compression with the harmonic series
for the
normalizing coefficients was shown to have the golden proportion as the frequency
proportionality constant. This points to the premise. Refer to previous paper. (Where ||A_n||2 is
the Harmonic Series squared).

Premise 2: infinite non-destructive charge compression- was the essence of Einstein’s
description of the unified field electrical cause of gravity.

Premise 3: Golden Ratio – for example - the infinite series .618…, 1.0, 1.618…, 2.618…, …. – is
precisely the embodiment and perfection of

-

non-destructive self re-entry
self similarity / self embedding
recursion / embedding / entanglement perfected
the perfection of the conjugation of phases (phase conjugation- as in recursive constructive
adding and multiplication of wave heterodynes

In our previous paper 1 we showed using Klein-Gordon equations-that golden ratio is the
perfection of maximum constructive wave interference- first in a line – and then in 3D. If we are
correct- and we believe that is shown- that golden ratio is the maximum form of constructive wave
interference in general- THEN it follows necessarily that golden ratio is – the generalized solution
to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

maximum constructive wave compression
maximum fractality
charge implosion the origin of centripetal forces
the origin and perfection of the negentropy often measured from phase conjugation
and the GRAVITY.

We present the evidence
Einstein was clear- (infinite) constructive (electrical) compression DEFINED gravity (hence IMPLOSION OF
CHARGE): That is the wave problem - Dan Winter's team solved mathematically, demonstrating Golden Ratio
phase conjugation infinite constructive charge compression using Klein-Gordon generalized wave equations.
Dan Winter- has shown more recently- that this golden ratio phase conjugate implosion of charge which causes gravity
- reaches a limit condition at the Planck sphere dimension- where the phase conjugate pine cone translation of vorticity
converts the charge inertia from transverse to longitudinal EMF
- which IS gravity waves- and the bioactive / action at a distance field wave mechanic- see www.fractalfield.com/physics
This way of producing charge acceleration (named ' the gravity') thru the speed of light (longitudinal EMF)
- also accounts for mitogenic radiation, 'DNA radio', (collective unconscious/ ancestral memory) and the physics of
most spiritual wisdoms- including body plasma fields surviving death.

Dan Winter's phase conjugate charge implosion theory of gravity- defended- thanks to
Mark Rohrbaugh - Mark Rohrbaugh - ( phxmarker.blogspot.fr ) letter to Physicist Elizabeth Rauscher - May 11,
2017"Hi Elizabeth, Attached is the paper I was telling you about that gives a derivation of Dan’s work for his phi-ratio
implosion idea.(here Mark attached PDF of our paper published in GS General Science Journal - originally from
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion
- "Compressions, The Hydrogen Atom and Phase Conjugation" (Magazine source link for pdf- followed by link to the
same paper - at the original fractalfield pub)

Compressions, The Hydrogen Atom, and Phase Conjugation. The General Science Journal. Winter,
Jones, and Donavan. Feb. 19 2013.
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If it is valid to use the Klein-Gordon equation (I don’t yet see any reason why it can’t be used), then, what Dan and team
are showing is that the solution to this differential wave equation involves phi-ratio’d summation of waves. (over time
at a point)
This section: 3. Compressions can be solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation for a free particle shows the derivation
for the N=3 case, and I agree with their math, however, I need to triple check it and hope to have more time in the future
to verify. (differentials with natural exponent, e, are pretty simple…, just want to triple check on something with such
important implications).
I’m still working on understanding the “Extension to infinite sum of waves over time at a point”.
IF GUT physics turns out to be geometrical, and I think it will, then these ideas will be/are very important for
optimizing self-sustaining systems (life, etc.). Warmest Regards, Mark Rohrbaugh, AZ
PS: I think this idea can be extended to the vacuum density – aether - flowing into and out of a black (w)hole (ordinary
matter made of protons which behave like black holes/white holes), and I think going with this idea and extending it
actually does define what gravity is, as Dan says. If true, it should be possible to derive the usual “laws of gravity” in
some limit or boundary conditions placed on aether flow into a point-like black (w)hole (superfluid aether dynamics, using
Klein-Gordon or appropriate wave equation). Note: the vacuum density, or new superfluid yet to be defined aether,
disturbances in this aether can have a positive charge (proton), or negative (electron), and it has to do with aether
dynamics. Since charge is aether dynamics, in my opinion – still need to work out the science on this, then, that’s where the
idea comes from to say gravity is charge implosion (aether implosion/flow). This implies gravitational control is
possible, perhaps inertial isolation as well (with appropriate gradients in the vacuum)." end quote

It is shown in work by Dr. Martin Jones2 that the current Newtonian laws of gravity are incorrect
for interacting systems. Jones showed a many-body solution for three bodies, which can be
extended to more than three trivially with his new theory, which is just an extension to Newton’s
Second Law. It is shown that without interactions between two satellites around the Earth that the
Gravitational constant, G is retained exactly but when interactions are involved, G is different for
different bodies.

A Newton’s Second Law Extension: A Semi-Classical Approach With DFT Implications. The
General Science Journal. Martin Alexander Jones. Nov. 7, 2018.
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Above note how golden ratio delineates the major intersections on the famous Mandebrot fractal.

The ability of LIGO to measure gravity waves as compressional waves- is in itself proof that gravity waves are
longitudinal / compressional. The original design of LIGO - laser interferometry to measure gravity waves was based on the
idea that gravity waves were compressional (longitudinal)- yet they ignored the simple fact that phase conjugation was
required to couple longitudinal waves (convert transverse to longitudinal and back-www.fractalfield.com/conjugatemind -the
idea was for LIGO to measure the change in the compression of space time- (using laser interferometry) but they failed to
understand that coherent compressional wave propagation WAS longitudinal emf - namely GRAVITY WAVES!
LIGO ability to measure gravity waves is entirely based on the physics of gravity waves as compressional /
longitudinal - yet no one admits that since only phase conjugation creates longitudinal emf coherently- therefore phase
conjugation is the mechanism behind gravity- which creates longitudinal gravity waves in the first place.
Laser interferometry will never sensitively measure gravity waves -unless they use phase conjugation... capacitive coupling
measures gravity waves (Hodowanec and Ramsey- see image- www.fractalfield.com/conjugategravity ) indicating gravity
waves are longitudinal emf interferometry -note measurement shows faster than light gravity waves consistent with
longitudinal...- the next experiment needs to prove those faster than light velocities are centered around 1.618 time C light
speed (proof of my conjugate cause of gravity hypothesis)- noting all of well known professor Raymond Chiao
measurements of faster than light velocities so far were between 1.5 and 1.7 time C light speed!
GRAVITY WAVES- from Dan Winter: " the key experiment was not done - placing the heavy mass (or black hole) centersat golden ratio / dodeca array (as is KNOWN for the geometry of the universe) - and that placement will INCREASE the
gravity- - thus proving phase conjugation causes gravity - and eliminating the need for the spurious unproven idea about
dark matter- in the known dodeca geometry mass arranged universe (see image) - dark matter was only imagined to account
for the extra gravity created by that dodeca mass symmetry - www.goldenmean.info/gravitycode . Also www.goldenmean.info/gravitycause the fact that -hodowanec and Ramsey - proved that gravity waves move faster than lightis also evidence that phase conjugation causes gravity - in that phase conjugation is the known mechanism to produce
longitudinal EMF (which is known faster than light)

-

Then later when professor Raymond chaos measured the faster than light velocity see Raymond Chiao - Wikipedia:
"CHIAO - has become well known in the field of quantum optics due to several important experiments.
Based on former experiments carried out by Günter Nimtz in 1992[1] he measured the quantum tunneling
time, which was found to be between 1.5 and 1.7 times the speed of light. " (1.618 is golden ratio)
- Since quantum tunneling through light speed C- is shown to be dominant very near 1.618 GOLDEN RATIO
times normal light speed C- this would strong evidence Dan Winter's golden ratio conjugate cause of gravitytheory is correct (ref professor Raymond chiao): Cam McNaughton What happens at the "zero point", Dan; a
bending back, from a boundary? Dan Winter answered: at the zero (Planck) point - phase conjugate charge wave
velocities are accelerated through the speed of light by golden ratio multiples OF the speed of light (one of the
proofs of the theory-ref professor Raymond chiao "the quantum tunneling time, which was found to be
between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light'. - hint 1.618)- requiring a conjugate spacing to the next propagation
nodes (rather like Jodi Foster in "Contact" discovering the plasma dreaming path thru the time antenna- which
Montauk like was dodecahedral- the superluminal wormholes which make stable gravity possible are why
interstellar mass is often dodecahedral (we know of the mass of the universe) and like the galaxy spiral arms- are
golden spiral (also golden spiral is the dominant geometry of orbitals in the solar system - ref: www.spirasolaris.ca
- Further evidence for Dan Winter's Golden Ratio/Conjugate theory of gravity: "Surfer Dude" Garrett Lisi's famous

E8 theory of everything:

is ONE nested E8 geometry - which mostly describes the subatomic particle zoo:
the 'cool' thing- it is in large based on (El Naschie et al)- GOLDEN MEAN RATIOmore images from that E8 / GOLDEN MEAN RATIO? - 'Theory of everything' discussion at
www.goldenmean.info/fractalscience
Phase conjugate gravity prediction (Dan Winter) which says that faster than light velocities produced will propagate
primarily at integer golden ratio multiples times the speed of light -

- Hodowanec and Ramsey replace Weber’s and LIGO multi billion-dollar gravity sensor with a 25-cent capacitor (Russtrak
recorder). These conjugate longitudinals are the mechanism of gravity and biologic radio.

4.5. Ratios of the nodal positions
Using Equation 12 and taking the ratio of two different nodes we arrive at the following ratio:

For large values of n and m, this ratio approximates simply to powers of the Golden Proportion. This can be shown with a
model of the hydrogen atom, taken as a compression or distribution of free, compressed waves. We will introduce such a
model further in the section on the hydrogen atom.
In the penta-, dodeca-/icosa- symmetry, we can see how the “concrescence” of waves, can produce centering of constructive
pressure agreement producing the possibility of converging a virtually infinite number of nesting spin symmetries. This is
nature’s tactic of PERFECT embedding. Not only does it have everything to do with magnetism ONE WAY WIND of
inward implosion called gravity, it also is probably the essential geometry of COMPASSION itself.
Our paper shows the mathematical evidence that Golden Ratio in one line (linear, one dimension) perfects compression. We
present here that what we have shown mathematically as the solution to compression in one dimension IS the solution in 3
dimensions (and more) because in the dodeca-/icosa-/dodeca- infinite nest, EACH vertex x, y, z coordinate is a simple whole

exponent of golden ratio, meaning (as our top animation shows) the distance to center in this nodal array - from every node
infinitely is a simple multiple of golden ratio (wave compression).
This paper is suggesting the significant evidence for the hypothesis that this symmetry (golden ratio to Planck) is the wave
mechanics (cause and mechanism) of
•
•
•

•

the structure of hydrogen and fusion and implosive collapse in general
the electrical wave geometric cause of gravity
the wave geometric phase conjugate origin of color, (see yellow and blue as dodeca photon
phase angles here) - and self - organization in phase conjugation - in general (optical,
dielectric, phonon, and magnetic), and origin of centripetal forces (like electro negativity
the origin of perception (as evidenced by golden ratio in eeg during peak perception- and
the fact as Tiller proved- focused attention compresses charge fields.

Note how the x, y, z values of each of the vertices of all the nodes in the Infinite Dodeca-/Icosa- golden ratio Stellation, we
call The ”star mother" goldenmean.info/kit, are simple exponents (whole number multiples) of Golden Mean .618 , 1.0,
1.618, 2.618 . This is further mathematical evidence that since we see this EACH POINT IS ALWAYS A MULTIPLE OF
GOLDEN RATIO, ALSO IN DISTANCE TO CENTER POINT! (meaning - perfect compression by golden ratio is present
on ALL SYMMETRY LINES TO CENTER- 'Mathematics of fusion/ superconductivity / implosive collapse')
This has been recently proven in the structure of hydrogen, and is how this model effectively (quoting mathematician El
Naschie) “how the GOLDEN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY is EVIDENCE THAT FRACTALITY IS THE CAUSE OF
GRAVITY”.
So, we reprint the list here as Dan Winter published in his first book “ONE CRYSTAL’S DANCE” over 30 years ago. The
Golden Coordinates of the Star Mother:
This set assumes the cube edge = 2 units. So, the tetra- edges would be square root of 2 times 2, the dodeca- edge = .618
times 2, the icosa- edge = 1.618 times 2, and the NEXT outer dodeca stellation edge 2.618 times 2.
•
•

Vertices of the octahedron: (6) – (0,1,0), (1,0,0), (0,-1,0), (-1,0,0), (0,0,1), (0,0,-1)
Vertices of the cube (8) – (1,1,1), (1,-1,1), (-1,-1,1), (-1,1,1), (1,1,-1), (1,-1,-1), (-1,-1,-1), (1,1,-1)

•

•

Vertices of the dodecahedron (20) – The dodeca vertex are composed exactly of the above
8 vertex of the cube- PLUS-these additional 12: (-.618, 1.618, 0), (.618, 1.618, 0), (1.618,
0, .618), (1.618, 0, -.618), (-.618, -1.618, 0), (.618, -1.618, 0), (-1.618, 0, .618), (-1.618, 0, .618), (0, .618, 1.618), (0, -.618, 1.618), (0, .618, -1.618), (0, -.618, -1.618)
Vertices of the icosahedron (12) – (2.618, 0, 1.618), (2.618, 0, -1.618), (-2.618, 0, 1.618), (2.618, 0, -1.618), (-1.618, 2.618, 0), (1.618, 2.618, 0), (-1.618, -2.618, 0), (1.618, -2.618, 0),
(0, 1.618, 2.618), (0, -1.618, 2.618), (0, 1.618, -2.618), (0, -1.618, -2.618)

Quoting further from “One Crystal’s Dance” by Dan Winter - (in his 20’s): “Note how simple it is to continue infinitely.. simply extend every icosahedron edge length straight out by ratio Golden Mean, to make another Dodeca, then extend that
dodeca edge straight out again by Golden Ratio longer to make another icosa etc. Alternating (interdigitating) infinitely. Each
succeeding dodeca or icosa can be plotted digitally by simply multiplying by Golden Mean squared (2.618) to the vertex
coordinates of the previous!
Use vision to understand the physical (phi cycle) significance of this. The distance from every node to every axis of
symmetry, AND to the core (center point) is ALWAYS a power of the GOLDEN MEAN. See 12 golden mean, spiral cones,
in this required pyramid like angular relation, making our STAR MOTHER, and indirectly the dodecahedron of DNA. See
concentric spheres as wave bubbles. The wavelength must divide evenly into the RADIUS AS A POWER OF THE
GOLDEN MEAN. This fulfills the requirement that waves colliding toward center of gravity (mass), in order to conserve
momentum (order, memory, mind) must not interfere with each other. The harmonics make ONLY constructive interference
as they nest in this way.”
Thirty years later this seems precisely predictive of El Naschie’s GOLDEN QUANTUM FIELD THEORYMATHEMATICS- agreeing that this FRACTALITY IS THE CAUSE OF GRAVITY. (see golden ratio proven in the
structure of hydrogen at http://goldenmean.info/poleshift - bottom- see this nest become the atomic table:
http://goldenmean.info/creation)

5. The Hydrogen Atom
We know from work done by Winter that at least three hydrogen orbital radii can be calculated from the Planck length
multiplied by integer powers of phi, ϕ, the Golden Ratio. Here we write these three radii as hlϕ115+n from n = 1, 2, 3 and
derive some formulas for writing the probability density of the hydrogen state: |ψn00|2.

5.1. First way
It is known how to calculate the average radius of hydrogen. The formula is rn = ∫ V r|ψn00|2dV , where V is all space. We
would like for this formula to give Winter’s orbital radii at each n, so we define a function Φ = ∫ 0rX n(r)dr such that

(16)

and

(17)

so that

(18)

So, we have a new function with a constraint with which we can write the hydrogen probability density. There are other
constraints that we can impose later, that include more physics, but for those there may be no solution for Xn, so we start
with the one simple constraint thus derived. From Equation 1 we take the derivative with respect to r of both sides and
rearrange to get

(19)

Because we know that ψn00 is a Real function, we may take the square root of both sides of the equation to get, ψn00 = hl
ϕ115+n 4πr3 Xn(r) 1⁄2. With this new wave function for the hydrogen atom, one may make some predictions. Simply choose
the operator for which one would like to make the prediction, say the Hamiltonian, H̄, and find the average total energy for
the system:

(20)

All that is needed is to find the appropriate Xn that meet the criteria outlined above in Equation 17, preferably something that
resembles the radial hydrogen equations. Equation 16 is a definition that leads to an approximation of the hydrogen atom
solution of the Schrödinger equation that has exact average radii equal to Winter’s results, so that the form of Xn is not
critical due to the theorems (i.e. Variational Theorem) already proven for ground state approximations of the wave function.
Looking again at Equation 20, if we assume that that our approximate wave function is an exact form of the original
hydrogen wave function, we arrive at

(21)

where En is the well-known energy of the electron in the hydrogen atom at each orbital, numbered by n. Thus we obtain an
approximation equation for the energy of the hydrogen atom in terms of our function, Xn, and Winter’s orbital radii. If the
wave functions thus obtained are normalized to unity, then Equation 7 would simply be En. But because we have derived
conditions for an approximate result, it may not be as simple as to assume that H̄ψn00 = Enψn00 for our approximation
(where En is the known value mentioned previously), so that Equation 21 remains only a mathematical exercise. To obtain
the appropriate approximation, we must begin at Equation 6. The energy eigenvalues for the approximate eigenfunctions we
have derived will most likely be different from En.

5.2. Second way
Another way to introduce Winter’s equations is similar to the First Way. But for the Second Way we make use of the definite
integral: ∫ 0∞e−ardr = 1 |a|. So we strategically choose a such that the definite integral is equal to Winter’s radii: hlϕ115+n so
we have,

(22)

So,

(23)

5.3. Modeling the hydrogen atom as a 1D compression
Consider the hydrogen atom as a perfected compression. This gives the lifetime of PERFECTED processes in the atom as
finite and assumes that there are nodes where maximum constructive interference occurs: where the nucleic constituents are,
and where the electronic constituents are. We must then resolve to find the node that corresponds to the states of hydrogen
with which we are familiar. If we set those positions equal to Winter’s radii, then we obtain a formula for the momenta of
nodes, corresponding to electronic constituents, for quantum number n of the hydrogen atom.

6. Phase Conjugation
Simply put: perfected compression is perfected phase conjugation. The proof of this reality is quite simple. The phase
conjugated solution of the Klein-Gordon equation that we have called a compression has its exponent multiplied by − 1. This
is the mathematical definition of a phase-conjugated wave. Carrying through the negative 1 in the calculations gives all the
same results of Equations (12, 13, 14) except the right hand side of those equations is multiplied by negative one. This then
opens up the possibilities of negative time and direction. Remember there is a minimum time for perfected interference now
in negative time for the phase conjugated perfected compression. So, more precisely, perfected phase conjugation IS
perfected compression in negative time and direction.

Dan Winter's discovery: Planck Length x Golden Ratio^ (exactly) 136 and 137 - power - EXACTLY predict the 2
wavelength's motorizing photosynthesis!
This proves that phase conjugation (by golden ratio) down to Planck scale- dictates the CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
EFFICIENCY that defines LIFE FORCE.

charge implosion caused by golden ratio is the gravity?
-(I was inspired by Heyrovsky, below- who discovered golden ratio BETWEEN hydrogen radii -not to planck center tho-- he
wrote
"that the energy of atomic hydrogen is actually equivalent to the energy of the simplest atomic condenser with the
Golden mean capacity;"
==]
since I knew that hydrogen as 'atomic condenser'-if this was mathematically perfected charge compression- then this
implosive charge WAS gravity - as Einstein apparently noted- as infinite nondestructive charge compression
-

material here exerpted here from my
www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof
www.goldenmean.info/coincidence
www.fractalfield.com/conjugategravity
--

How Golden Ratio (Phase Conjugate / Fractality) Causes Gravity www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof
(Credits- site index- see bottom here-- this is goldenmean.info - where else would you expect to read the new proof
THAT GOLDEN MEAN- causes gravity.. )

Here Dan Winter Published in June 2009- his new equation : Planck Length times whole number Golden Ratio exponents
precisely predict at least 3 Hydrogen Radii
\The MECHANISM of Hydrogen and fusion is the PHASE CONJUGATION which Golden Ratio permits. (Also
related:Winter's new equation for Hydrogen Frequency)
So - our international-research team- on the- Frequency Keys- to Hydrolysis & Hydrogen- just came up with HOW - the
famous KANSIUS ('Can Water Fuel the World!) - got his frequency key to split hydrogen. He took the known sputtering
frequency of Palladium (phase conjugate/ PGM!) - 13.56 Mhz. He found out that this radically reduced the power needed to
split hydrogen from water. Even the noble Rustum Roy - quickly realized this was the end of Earth's energy crisis. (Check the
films and links- water IS power- when you can directly ring out the hydrogen).
I decided to apply the mathematics I had originally discovered to produce the key frequencies I use to make phase conjugate
dielectrics. With these frequency recipes- in Phase Conjugate dielectric- materials - I have been able to produce 50% growth
increase- measured - in bioactive fields. ( goldenmean.info/phaseconjugatewaterconfidential). The key is to know that the
GOLDEN MEAN- and PLANCK TIME CONSTANT (and PLANK LENGTH) define the sacred- and the bioactive - and

phase conjugation (and gravity)! I had multiplied the Plank time constant times PHI powers- to get my magic frequency for
EVERYTHING. (Take a lesson - you folks who talk about 528 hz - Len Horowitz- and 8 hz etc. being sacred- we KNOW
what sacred frequencies are!).
So I took my same original equation- and applied it to Kansius's Palladium / Hydrogen frequency - guess what - I got a
perfect multiple of GOLDEN RATIO - to many places of accuracy:

So now I knew how to derive most any 'sacred' and bioactive - and hydrogen ringing frequency.
Note here: if you have commercial resources to participate- in our Hydrolysis & The FREQUENCY Solution- project- we
have films of results (hydrogen overflowing)- we are ready for your serious partnership: danwinter@goldenmean.info
SO- I decided to go deeper. I had been so thrilled to find the work - of Heyrovska (below) - showing GOLDEN RATIO accurately in the radii of hydrogen and many related ions. I devised a test. If I was right- that:
Gravity is an electric field coupled by Golden Ratio (perfect charge collapse) at (universal ) quantum distances:
(Perfect Charge Collapse- IS Golden Ratio Phase Conjugation - / Fractality)
Then - the exciting new listings of the Golden Ratio radii in hydrogen ( from Heyrovska- below)
- I hypothesized SHOULD be whole number multiples of GOLDEN RATIO - times the PLANK LENGTH...
I did the calculations .. and guess whatWE HAVE THE PROOF-- GRAVITY's CAUSE:
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 116 power = .282537 Angstrom -The First Radii
of Hydrogen (below)
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 117 power = .457154 Angstrom -The Second
Radii of Hydrogen
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 118 power = .739691 Angstrom -The Third Radii
of Hydrogen

Compare the calculation from Winter above - with Hydrogen experimental base below- (Heyrovska) .28 Angstrom, .46
Angstrom, .74 Angstrom. (1 Angstrom = 10 ^-10 meter)
(Equations above from WINTER) - This next section BELOW is exerpt fromDr. Rajalakshmi Heyrovska (Raji Heyrovska,
Ph. D.)Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Czech Republic. http://www.jh-inst.cas.cz/~rheyrovs/
"...the energy of atomic hydrogen is actually equivalent to the energy of the simplest atomic condenser with the
Golden mean capacity"

also note:

http://www.ijsciences.com/pub/pdf/V2-201304-08.pdf?fbclid=IwAR27NG-xLlkrbugQlvXn1NCZzUu95J_MDKcjwPSNMEzvws9wcEfkdvziG8

also see
http://vixra.org/abs/1503.0269?fbclid=IwAR36xCa43-Bu8sUrYWxYzgh--drDZBxOzlXixiXAx8tl8Hec6qJeqjAgfF4

New Interpretation of the Structure and Formation of Ozone Based on the Atomic
and Golden Ratio Based Ionic Radii of Oxygen Authors: Raji Heyrovska
A decade ago, the Bohr radius of hydrogen atom was interpreted as the sum of two Golden
sections pertaining to the electron and proton, and those of the bond length of a hydrogen
molecule as the cationic and anionic radii. Subsequently, this result was shown to be
applicable to other elements as well. Further, the bond lengths in the structures of molecules

were found to be sums of the appropriate atomic and or the Golden ratio based ionic radii.
Here, the formation and structure of ozone have been explained in terms of the atomic and
ionic radii of oxygen.

Dynamical Equations for the Hydrogen Atom Using the Klein-Gordon Compression Model:
Using Martin Alexander’s Work on the many-body problem, we use the following equations which
were derived in his papers in The General Science Journal (online) under the name Martin
Alexander Jones. The fourth equation in this list gives the new dynamical equation for the
Hydrogen atom with no external force. Letting z=0, looking at the two dimensional atom we get an
elliptical orbit with very interesting values for x over time. Refer to next figure.
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Commentary from Dan Winter- continuedHOW Golden Ratio Fractal Phase Conjugation - Causes Gravity: Perfect wave collapse- (Einstein's definition of gravity) has
to couple the inertia of compression during rotation - with that of acceleration. This is the very nature of gravity. Only the
golden mean path with the power to make wave interference constructive in both addition and multiplication- solves this
problem. Gravity is the Golden Ratio CONSTRUCTIVE adding and multiplying of (charge) wave VELOCITIES- producing
ACCELERATION.- The portion of the rotational inertia known as mass- is coupled to the experience of acceleration which
waves of charge experience in the presence of this golden ratio fractality ('golden quantum field theory' El Naschie) which
causes gravity. Gravity is a coupling of electric fields which happen due to how they are phase locked at very short wave
(and very universal) quantum lengths. The premiere spectral distances being in the golden ratio wave fractality or 'self
similarity' which describes how the nucleus must embed in its electrons- which allows atoms to make gravity.
In this model - further- charge is identified as the net difference betweeen rarefaction and compression generated when these
compressional waves traverse the either. The electron then becomes not a point source, but rather a very small slip knot. That
slip knot itself participates in the fractal or gordian knot that is gravity precisely by utilizing again golden ratio curvaturebecause that defines optimized translation of vorticity. Hydrodynamics has long known this optimized coupling of
rotational inertia to linear inertia - was the definition of the golden mean spiral path . What they had not discovered - was that
it is precisely this characteristic of the golden mean curvature - which makes this spiral wave path for charge- the only way to
acheive non-destructive wave collapse. therefore making this golden mean fractality the creator of the phenomenon of charge
acceleration.. called GRAVITY.
Dan Winter

How the solution to Unified Fields- is solved by the Golden Ratio key to Perfect COLLAPSE- Perfect Compression:
Compare Garrett Lisi's internal folding of the (Golden Ratio based) E8..
to the internal folding -called perfect collapse- of Bucky Fuller's -vector flexor- JIITTERBUGas the CubeOcta (octave geometry) COLLAPSES PERFECTLY to the (Golden Ratio ) ICOSA/Dodeca...
In the below table- click on the link to the animation source- 4 from Garrett Lisi- 2 from Bucky animators.
=
From: Douglass White -from Observer Physics another - TM Physics PhD: <dpedtech@dpedtech.com> Date: Fri, Jun 19,
2009 at 3:19 PM
Subject: Re: Winter's new equation:PROOF-Golden Ratio Fractality-Causes Gravity!
Hello Dan, Thanks for sending this and other updates on your Golden Ratio Fractality research. This is an excellent update
that pulls together a lot of your work and that of many colleagues around the world. It also has vital practical implications
in many directions. This material confirms and elaborates on many key insights I have been pointing at in my Observer
Physics articles. It is great to see more and more scientists from various disciplines -- physics, math, astronomy, chemistry,
biology, and so on, all converging on this emerging paradigm that will help us to integrate the physical, mental, and spiritual
worlds and create a new civilization that is in tune with how things really work in a holistic manner rather than simply
pushing agendas that exploit in a highly biased manner.
.. Keep me posted on your work and that of all the other brilliant minds. Elegant theories achieve fulfillment when they reap
elegant solutions and applications. As always, I love your great computer graphics. You are one of the great scions of the
amazing Bucky.
Regards to all, Douglass White dpedtech@dpedtech.com
from Sal Giandinoto, PhD (Towards a Frand Unified Field Theory based on Phi Ratio & Quantum Gravity) .: Dan, This is
really great work. This is truly an amazing triumph for Phi. Especially (Dan's) calculation of the Kanzius frequency of 13.56
MHz using the Planck time and the 171 power of Phi!!! It just doesn't get better than this!! Case closed for the validity of the

Kanzius work. Your idea when put through the rigorous mathematical test holds water for the Kanzius results too!! What a
gold mine! Thanks a million for the acknowledgement. Best, Sal.
INCORPORATION OF THE GOLDEN RATIO PHI INTO THE SCHRÖDINGER WAVE FUNCTION USING THE PHI
RECURSIVE HETERODYNING SET , by Salvatore Giandinoto*, Ph.D. *Advanced Laser Quantum Dynamics Research
Institute Abstract. The Golden Ratio Phi - is an extraordinary and ubiquitous irrational number having a value of 1.618033…
Phi’s presence may be seen in both the biological and astronomical realms and recently in the quantum mechanical and
physical realms. In the biological realm, the number Phi can be seen in both Phyllotaxis and DNA. In the astronomical realm,
its presence is found in the spiral structures of galaxies. In physics, Phi can now be related to the g-factors of the electron,
proton and neutron. This paper will show and prove that Phi is also intimately related to the quantum realm by virtue of its
presence in the quantum mechanical wave function -(x, y, z, t). The basis for the compact incorporation of Phi into the wave
function will be derived from solving the Schrödinger Wave Equation and the use of the Phi recursive heterodyning set of
wavelengths ?n. Solutions to the Schrödinger Wave Equation based on these recursive wavelengths and ? will be derived in
both Cartesian and Polar coordinates.
SUPERLUMINAL TRANSPORTATION OF HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES THROUGH WORMHOLES USING THE
PHI-BASED SOLUTION TO THE SCHRÖDINGER WAVE EQUATION, THE THEOREM OF RESIDUES AND THE
CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORMULA by Salvatore Giandinoto, Ph.D. - Abstract. This paper will demonstrate that the
transportation of high-energy subatomic particles through wormholes occurs at superluminal speeds through an ‘elastic’
wormhole entity which adjusts its diameter based upon the kinetic energy of the subatomic particle. Additionally, it is shown
that the diameters of such wormholes are of sub-Planckian lengths for energetic subatomic particles. This is demonstrated by
the use of the Phi-based solution to
==

Symptoms of “Einstein Induced Confusion”: by Dan Winter- fractalfield.com
-not having a clue why objects fall to the ground
(perfected fractal charge compression’s -golden ratio recursive constructive heterodyning of phase velocities
produces the acceleration of charge toward symmetry center- named the gravity)
-thinking the speed of light is a speed limit
(velocities faster than light are routinely measured -centering rather accurately around 1.618 golden ratio x light
speed
proof of the conjugate cause of gravity)
-thinking it takes infinite energy to go thru the speed of light
(this mistake reflects ignorance of how longitudinal waves accelerate smoothly thru light speed
by golden ratio conjugation precisely at the Planck threshold- see image)
-thinking all action at a distance is 'spooky'
(this mistake reflects ignorance of how superluminal longitudinal emf waves/gravity waves
pass thru about anything- but reconstruct inertia and heat containing transverse
emf
when they cross in conjugation at a distance-example 'Russian woodpecker')
-not having a clue what the ether is made of (it is a compressible superfluid whose compression and rarefaction is
charge)
(this mistake reflects the schizophrenia rampant without a real fractal unified field science somehow ridiculously believing gravity and
electromagnetism were made
of a different
'substance')
-incorrectly and weirdly believing
bent (by gravity for example)

space-time is somehow 'bent'instead of clearly understanding precisely
is compressible charge wave-front trajectory.

-not understanding that both mass and time
SIMPLY by (the inertia and period of)
rotation-

what is

are both created and defined
charge

so for example the change of clock speed in the presence of acceleration (sometimes named gravity) - is SIMPLY a
change of spin density and spin rate!
See also goldenmean.info/cater Joseph Cater - book: "The Awesome Force" INCONTROVERTIBLE FLAWS IN THE
THEORY OF RELATIVITY AND THE ROLE IT HAS PLAYED IN CURRENT TRENDS OF COSMOLOGICAL
THOUGHT..
In summary- pure phase conjugate charge collapse (THE GRAVITY) is created when rotations are INTEGER GOLDEN
RATIO PHASE CONJUGATE MULTIPLE OF PLANCK LENGTH AND TIME.
(see discussion below).
Another way that can stabilize gravity- is retuning the Schumann harmonics to more correct values (phase conjugate charge
collapse)

see table:

Above we illustrate (bottom right) our compelling hypothesis: HOW golden ratio
optimized fractal phase conjugate causes gravity. Note this is the view of hydrogen (and
DNA etc) – per our golden ratio equations. SO- we hypothesize as depicted here- that
golden ratio is the one form of charge compression- where in addition to the recursive
constructive heterodyning of wave lengths- there is recursive constructive heterodyning
of the PHASE VELOCITIES. This means of portion of the charge inertia- experiencing
only this fractal golden ratio compression- experiences CHARGE ACCELERATION
toward symmetry center. We suggest that CHARGE ACCELERATION created toward
center- by golden ratio constructive heterodyning of phase velocities – IS the gravity.
Note also in the pictures below- where Nature magazine and New Scientist – describe the
geometry of the universe as fractal and dodecahedral. If we are right- golden ratio is
fractality embodied. AND note how the stellation of the dodecahedron – produces golden
ratio fractality.

The FUSION Symmetry Solution: Mathematics of FUSION-

The FUSION Symmetry Solution: Mathematics of FUSION-

next excerpt added Mar 2013:

Dan Winter's Fractal/Phase Conjugate Charge Compression THEORY OF GRAVITY- began when he developed his
new equation : Planck Length (and time) x Integer Exponents of (Phase Conjugating/Fractal) Golden Ratio
First he newly proved this was the radii of hydrogen:
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 116 power = .282537 Angstrom -The First Radii
of Hydrogen (below)Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 117 power = .457154
Angstrom -The Second Radii of Hydrogen
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 118 power = .739691 Angstrom -The Third Radii
of Hydrogen
Compare the calculation from Winter above - with Hydrogen experimental base below- (Heyrovska) .28 Angstrom, .46
Angstrom, .74 Angstrom. (1 Angstrom = 10 ^-10 meter)
"...the energy of atomic hydrogen is actually equivalent to the energy of the simplest atomic condenser with the
Golden mean capacity"
Later Winter et al- proved this golden ratio WAS the wave mechanics of phase conjugation/constructive charge
compression( www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion Later in his book (above) Winter proved this same equation
amazingly predicted the exact 2 frequencies of photosynthesis, the duration of Earth and Venus years, closely to the
Schumann Harmonics, and many other compelling negentropic examples. Winter claims - this golden ratio phase
conjugate wave mechanics to Planck dimension IS the fractality of space and time... which thus CAUSES- THE
GRAVITY and all biologic negentropy - including the phase conjugate nature of perception itself!

also for convenience - we link here - our partner- Sal Giandinoto's original papers
in UK and at our physics conferences ( Budapest http://www.goldenmean.info/gravitycause/
and with Nassim at http://www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html

Since- above- Nassim Haramein- equations for Proton mass/radii - and equations for GOLDEN RATIO in black hole
formation- are now proven..
(thanks to Mark Rohrbaugh- above..
it is now proven that Dan Winter's GOLDEN RATIO PHASE CONJUGATE CAUSE OF GRAVITY is irrefutable.
Dan Winter: "GOLDEN RATIO (fractal self-similarity) CAUSES GRAVITY BECAUSE ONLY THAT SPIRAL
TRAJECTORY PERMITS (wave front) 'PHASE' VELOCITIES (heterodynes) TO ADD AND MULTIPLY
RECURSIVELY CONSTRUCTIVELY- this turns (inPHIknit) COMPRESSION of charge toward center- IN TO
ACCELERATION OF CHARGE TOWARD CENTER- which is the ONLY definition of THE GRAVITY!
Dan Winter: "Phase conjugate (golden ratio) collapse- IS the constructive charge compression which causes THE
GRAVITY."

Dan Winter's core physics: phase conjugate cause of gravity- and all centripetal, negentropic forces- especially the
wave mechanic cause of life force, perception, color ...
from his new book : FRACTAL SPACE TIME www.fractalfield.com/fractalspacetime

Quotes from Dan Winter- May , 2015 ( facebook.com/fractalfield ) "the new information NASA needs in order
to use the most natural (conjugate) form of propulsion: www.fractalfield.com/propulsion
Namely: WHY OBJECTS FALL TO THE GROUND:
the (conjugate) CAUSE of gravity.
Proven exact conjugate collapse (Planck*precise integer exponents golden ratio)- accurately predicts *Hydrogen Radii,
*Photosynthesis frequencies, *2exact HRV frequencies, *Planetary Orbitals, (Black hole dynamics).. GOLDEN RATIO
(fractal self-similarity) CAUSES GRAVITY BECAUSE ONLY THAT SPIRAL TRAJECTORY PERMITS (wave front)
'PHASE' VELOCITIES (heterodynes) TO ADD AND MULTIPLY RECURSIVELY CONSTRUCTIVELY- this turns
(inPHIknit) COMPRESSION of charge toward center- IN TO ACCELERATION OF CHARGE TOWARD CENTER- that is
the ONLY definition of THE GRAVITY!
Mark's reference to Nassim Haramein- on Golden Ratio and Planck:- more evidence how Golden Ratio causes gravity:
Excerpted here from our conference with Nassim and Elizabeth: www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html

Below - legend for the above: (U,G,S,A - data points defined)

* Scale Unification – A Universal Scaling Law For Organized Matter (PDF), by Nassim Haramein, Michael Hyson, and E.A.
Rauscher.
From observational data and our theoretical analysis, we demonstrate that a scaling law can be written for all organized
matter utilizing the Schwarzschild condition of a black hole, describing cosmological to sub-atomic structures. Of interest are
solutions involving torque and Coriolis effects in the field equations.
Significant observations have led to theoretical and experimental advancement describing systems undergoing gravitational
collapse, including vacuum interactions. The universality of this scaling law suggests an underlying polarizable structured
vacuum of mini white holes / black holes.
As the atomic and subatomic data points levels obey the scaling law, a computation is given demonstrating that the proton
can be defined in terms of a Schwarzschild condition, when the vacuum structure is considered. Further, we briefly discuss
the manner in which this polarizable structured vacuum can be described in terms of resolutions analogous to a fractal-like
scaling as a means of renormalization at the Planck distance. Finally, we describe a new horizon we term the “spin horizon”

which is defined as a result of a space-time torque producing boundary conditions in the magnetohydrodynamic structures of
galactic center black holes, which we demonstrate obeys similar dynamics as the interior of our sun.
Preprint: N. Haramein, M. Hyson, E. A. Rauscher, Proceedings of The Unified Theories Conference (2008), Budapest,
Hungary, Scale Unification: A Universal Scaling Law for Organized Matter, in Cs Varga, I. Dienes & R.L. Amoroso (eds.)end excerpt
==

Dimensions must be conjugate (above) or 'sacred' to invite charge compression- centripetal / life force.
______________________________________
More evidence for a PHASE CONJUGATE THEORY OF GRAVITY:
Since inflation theory of universe expansion - is essential to account for the proven flatness of the universe
- and that theory requires gravitational REPULSION as well as attraction
- would not a phase conjugate theory of gravity ( www.fractalfield.com/conjugategravity ) also be necessary because
1. since phase conjugation is PROVEN to be perfected compression in wave mechanics- it must ALSO be perfect (nondestructive) EXPANSION (perfect phylotactic unpacking- maximum exposure/minimum superposition - IS perfect phi
packing) , and 2. because phase conjugation always exists with perfect symmetry between opposing wave fronts (4 wave mixing IS pine
cones kissing noses)
- requiring the existence of- gravitational attraction AND gravitational repulsion..!?

